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ABSTRACT
Software testing is very labor intensive task for developing software and improving its quality. According to some researchers and software professionals, 50% of the time, cost and effort are spent on software testing. To test software, generating test cases is the most important task. Testing can be done either manually or automatically by using various testing tools. In today’s scenario software are tested automatically with the help of tools as it is a fast and accurate process of testing software. Although various testing tools are available in market and are used by testers to test the software and to generate test cases and test data automatically, there are various techniques available for generating test cases like fuzzy logic, finite state machine, neural networks, genetic algorithms, soft computing, genetic programming, evolutionary computation and many others. This paper presents various test case generation methods, test case minimization, selection, and prioritization and evaluation techniques. This paper also focuses on various test case prioritization and selection techniques that help the test engineers to schedule and rank the test cases to reduce the total effort, time and the cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software testing is most essential and integral activity in software development life cycle. This activity is performed by using a systematic approach. The testing process is a method of executing a program on a set of test cases and comparing the actual results with the expected results. Test cases are usually derived from software artifacts such as specifications and design. Testers initially go through the requirement document to understand requirements and specifications. After this is done, they start preparing test cases using test case template. A basic test case template should have details like Test Steps, Test Data, Expected Result, Actual Result, Pass/Fail and comments. It should have other details like Pre-conditions, assumptions, requirement numbers, date, tester name etc. Test Cases are generated automatically using testing tools OR testers have to manually write test cases. There are various Test Case Generation techniques used to generate test cases. The two main approaches are given [R.Mall] to automate the test cases. The first approach is to designing the test cases from requirements and design specifications. The second approach is to design test cases using code. Although generating test cases from coding is quite complex task therefore the first approach is mostly adopted. This process also helps the test engineers in finding and analyzing the problems and faults with the designed system. The purpose of this paper is to study the test case generation techniques by using the various existing techniques. The various phases of test case life cycle are Test case generation, test case selection, test case minimization, test case prioritization and evaluation.

| Test Case Generation |
| Test Case Selection |
| Test Case Minimization |
| Test Case Prioritization |
| Test Case Evaluation |

Figure 1 Test Case Life Cycle
This paper is divided into four sections. The first section depicts on various test case generation techniques using various UML diagrams, test case generation based on GUI, goal driven and others techniques for generating test cases. The second section focuses on the test case selection and minimization. The third section describes the test case prioritization & evaluation. Finally the fourth section summarizes the conclusion for reflecting the acceptance and relevance of these techniques and the future work.

2. SOFTWARE TEST CASE GENERATION TECHNIQUES
The total cost, time and effort required for overall testing depends on total number of test cases. A test case is a set of inputs given to the software or application to get the pre-specified output. The effort basically depends on the size of the application and the number of test cases. R.P. Mohapatra and Jitendra Singh describe the step by step method for test case generation technique.

1. The first step is to find all possible constraints from start to finish nodes. A constraint is a pair of algebraic expressions which dictate conditions of variables between start and finish nodes.

2. To reduce the test cases, the highest value is assigned to the variable having maximum value and the lowest value is assigned to minimum value within its specified range.

3. After this, the constant value is assigned to the given variable at each node in the defined path.

4. Finally table is created that includes all possible test cases.

Leung and White categorize test cases into five classes as reusable, retestable, obsolete, structural, new specification and new structural test cases. Reusable test cases only execute the parts of the program that remain unchanged between two versions. Retestable test cases execute the parts of a program that have been changed in
another program. Obsolete Test Cases can be rendered obsolete because their input/output relation is no longer correct, due to changes in specifications and they don’t test what they were designed to test due to modifications in the program.

There are some methods of test case generation that depends on the application like test case generation for web application, object oriented application, structured based systems, UML applications, applications based on evolutionary and genetic algorithms and many others. Software is tested by using some set of inputs and its success depends on the expected outputs derived from the test case conditions. Throughout the years, several different testing have been proposed for generating test cases.

### 2.1 UML Diagrams

Test cases can be derived from use cases and also be derived from system requirements. Samuel et al [1] presented a novel technique of test case generation based on UML sequence diagrams. They used the edge marking dynamic slicing method which is applied on MDG(Message Dependence Graph) for creating the slices. These slices help in prediction of sequence diagram by which the test data is generated. Some use case models are also used for generation of test cases. The behavioral and interaction diagram based test case generation method in which various use case diagrams are used. The test case diagrams are used to generate the test case scenarios. Use case Diagram Graph (UDG) is a graph for deriving test cases that shows all the possible use cases in the SUT. Baikunth proposes the method of generating the testing cases for object oriented programs from UML collaboration and activity diagrams. To find the fittest (sub-optimal) test cases, genetic algorithms is used that satisfies the test case adequacy criteria. The adequacy criteria is used to show the adequacy of the test case related to statement coverage, branch coverage, path coverage, condition coverage etc in terms to find the faults in the program.
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### 2.2 Critical Path Method

T.Y.Chen et al[5] proposed a framework for generating test cases i.e. critical path method. His method helps the software tester in formation of test cases by refining functional choices.[27] Ratna Raju describes the designing of test cases. It is necessary to know the purpose of the test along with the hardware and software requirements and the description on how to perform the task. The success criteria depend on the expected and the actual results for the particular test. A test case generator “Auto Test” is also used to generate and run random tests for twenty seven classes from a usually used Eiffel Library.

### 2.3 Code based Test Generation

[A Mathur] Test cases can be generated directly from the code which is called as code-based test generation. This technique is used primarily while enhancing existing tests based on test adequacy criteria. This method supports regression testing to reduce the size of test suite, or prioritize tests. Four types of inputs are taken where the first input p' the program to be tested, the program p from which p' has been derived by making changes and existing test suite T for p and some run time information obtained by executing p against T. A fully automatic valid test cases generation scheme is given by using testing technique that satisfies the transition path coverage criteria [A.V.K Shanti].

#### 2.4 GUI based Test Case Generation Technique

[Imran Ali Qureshi and AamerNadeem] thoroughly presented a survey of test case generation methods that are primarily useful for GUI testing.

1. The first method of generating test cases for GUI responsibilities using complete interaction sequence
2. Finite state testing and analysis of graphical user interface.
3. On the test case definition for GUI testing.
4. Automation of GUI testing using a model driven approach.
5. Developing cost effective model based technique for GUI testing.
6. A model-based approach for testing GUI using hierarchical predicate transition nets.
7. Generating test cases from the GUI model.
8. Using GUI run time state as feedback to generate test cases.

[Qureshi] describes all above test case generation methods for basically GUI applications and presents a clear picture about the functionality of each technique and also presents the comparison table in which each technique has been compared by using some evaluation parameters.

#### 2.5 Dynamic Path Testing and Evolutionary Technique

It is a dynamic path testing technique that generates test cases by executing the program with different possible test case values. Korelalso proposed an approach of test data prioritization based on path testing. The test cases are prioritized according to the shorter path by applying random testing method[11]. J.Wegener, A.Baresel and H.Shamer focused on generating test cases by using several structural test coverage testing criteria using evolutionary approaches like Genetic Algorithm. Which generally use themeta heuristic search based evolutionary approach for test case generation [33]. They also propose the test case generation for C language by using random testing technique. This method is required at the time of coding a program. The UML diagrams are quite helpful in testing these types of software.

#### 2.6 Graph Traversal Algorithm

Test cases can also be generated by traversing from parent root to child node following breadth first OR depth first in a graph or tree. When all the nodes in a path from parent to child node are traversed, then that is considered as one test case. All nodes should be covered to make sure all flows in an application are covered. One flow is considered as one test case.
2.7 Genetic Algorithm
The most recent research is being done on test case generation, minimization and evaluation using Genetic Algorithm. A GA is an optimization technique which can be applied to various problems. It uses survival of the fittest technique, where the best solution survives. The two main requirements of GA are (a) an encoding used to represent a solution of the solution space (b) An objective function that is a fitness function which measures the goodness of a solution.

This includes two testing techniques i.e. mutation and crossover testing. Mutation includes mutants which are changed function to be applied on any logic or test case to generate new test case. Crossover testing is also used to generate test cases which involves crossing over of two different use cases or test cases to generate a new use case.

3. TEST CASE SELECTION AND MINIMIZATION
Test case selection is a method of selecting a subset of test cases from a test suite to reduce the time, cost and effort in software testing process. It is very much similar to test suite minimization technique. The test suite minimization technique is based on metrics like coverage measured from a single version of the program under test. The difference between these two techniques depends upon the changes made in SUT. The test cases are selected according to the changes made between the previous and the current version of the SUT.

3.1 Model based Technique and Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM)
In Model based technique, the subset of the requirements gets modeled by using formal notations such as specifications of the subset of the requirements. Leon [9] presented an empirical comparison of four different techniques for filtering large test suites-test suite minimization, prioritization by additional coverage, cluster filtering with one cluster sampling, failure pursuit sampling. Rothermal [35] also defines a technique for test suite minimization where the size of the test can be reduced by eliminating redundant test cases from the test suite. Therefore minimization method is also called as test suite reduction. Leung and White present the first systematic approach to regression testing and test cases. Tallam et al. performed two types of reduction on the lattice. Lattice is a natural representation that supports the identification of the test cases. Test suite optimization problem is solved by implementing the model based test suite optimization technique. In this technique the evolutionary based algorithms are used for optimizing the test suite. Another technique used to reduce the total number of test cases are Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM). It is basically used to reduce the regression test suites.

4. TEST CASE PRIORITIZATION AND EVALUATION
Test case prioritization is a method of scheduling and ranking the test cases from multiple test suites of software. There are many approaches to schedule and rank the test cases. Each and every test case is assigned some priority but sometimes there may be some issues arises when multiple test cases have the same priority or the weights. Sometimes problems occur in prioritizing these multiple test suites. There are two methods to overcome these issues.

4.1 Multiple Test Suite prioritization (MTSP) method
[Jiripong] describes the Multiple Test Suite prioritization (MTSP) method, which is used to prioritize the test cases from multiple test suites. The entire program is divided into number of test suites and these test suites contains multiple test cases. The test cases are prioritized according to weight and rank that are used for testing the program. Rothermal [19] considered nine approaches for prioritizing a set of test cases and reported results. He also presented different approaches for revealing the faults to improve the software quality. Regression testing is the process of testing the software against those changes in the existing software. The four methods of regression testing are: reset method, regression test selection method, test suite reduction and test case prioritization method. Shin Yoo [38] presented various test case prioritization approaches that are based on some criteria.

The first approach is Distribution-based approach, in which the test case profiles are distributed based on the dissimilarity metric. Using this metric, the clusters of these test cases are prepared according to their profiles. The test cases having similar profiles get clustered into one redundant group of test cases and other groups indicate the unusual conditions that cause the test case failures.

The second approach is Human based approach which is based on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) in which a Ranksheat algorithm is taken that selects test cases according to their ranks provided. Shin and Harman [38] gives some other approaches where the test cases get prioritized according to the probability of test case selection methods. The test cases are selected based on some factors like cost, length of test cases etc. The history based approach is associated with the clusters based on some previous artifacts that are obtained by matrix analysis. Some test cases are reprioritized according to the software requirements of the customers.

4.2 Model based approach
The other approach is model based approach, where the relevant test cases are assigned into high and low priority test cases based on the designed model. Shin Yoo [38] describes an experiment’s design, measurement metrics and results in order to determine the best recommended test case prioritization method.

The test cases are evaluated to assess and compare the suitable test cases to test the software. To evaluate the test cases, the following test case prioritization techniques are used: (1) Prepare experiment data, (2) Run the test suites prioritization method, (3) Evaluate results.

Some measurement metrics are also used in this experiment and are: (1) Percentage of high priority reserve effectiveness, (2) Size of acceptable test cases, (3) Total prioritization time. These methods help in finding the minimum number of test cases for testing software. The table of test case generation technique ranking is also shown in that paper based on these prioritization techniques with the help of Random approach, Hema’s approach, Alexey’s method, MTSSP and MTSPM methods of test case generation.

5. CONCLUSION
There are various test case generation techniques available, which may vary from application to application, could be based on specifications, design and programming language; however this paper described most prominent test case generation techniques and also explained test case life cycle.
phases like test case selection, minimization, prioritization and evaluation. Testing results solely depends of test execution and test execution is done based on test cases. If test cases could be optimized in such a way that test execution would be done in minimum amount of time with maximum coverage and find maximum bugs, then that would improve quality of software. This is only possible if testers optimize test cases in best available manner to generate most effective test cases, evaluate them and further minimize and select best test cases using a firm mechanism. The further research is required to implement most recent algorithm like Genetic Algorithm in combination of some other techniques like UML, traversal algorithms on Object oriented programming to optimize test case generation and to improve overall software testing process, which in turn will improve quality of software. A new software testing technique would be proposed after implementation of combination of Genetic Algorithm and other existing algorithms.
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